
 

 
 
 

       

 

 

Agenda Item 8  
MEETING DATE: August 15, 2018 
 
SUBJECT: Portfolio Allocation and Rebalancing Report – Second Quarter 

2018   
   
                                                                       Deliberation              Receive 
SUBMITTED FOR:     X   Consent                and Action                 and File 
 

 

RECOMMENDATION 
 
Staff recommends that the Board receive and file the quarterly asset allocation and rebalancing 
report. 
 

PURPOSE 
 
This item does not specifically support the 2018-2019 Strategic Management Plan, but complies 
with the SCERS Master Investment Policy Statement reporting requirements related to the 
review of SCERS’ current asset allocation as it compares to established targets and ranges, and 
physical and Overlay Program rebalancing activity that occurred during the quarter.  
 
BACKGROUND 
 
SCERS employs an Overlay Program, which is managed by State Street Global Advisors 
(SSGA), to rebalance the asset allocation to policy targets and minimize the risk that SCERS 
falls short of achieving its targeted return due to the asset allocation straying from policy target 
ranges.  The Overlay Program also invests available cash, including: (1) unallocated cash; (2) 
the cash balances in manager portfolios; and (3) cash held for previously committed to, but un-
invested private market investments, in a manner which replicates SCERS’ policy target 
strategic asset allocation. 
 
While SCERS’ Overlay Program reduces the need for physical rebalancing, it does not eliminate 
it, as there are circumstances whereby physical rebalancing would be a better solution compared 
to the Overlay Program, including:  (1) When there is low correlation between the overlay proxies 
designed to replicate the underlying asset classes and managers, as is the case with many 
alternative assets; and (2) When there is a persistently large difference between physical assets 
and the target allocation. 
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While physical rebalancing typically costs more to execute compared to the Overlay Program, it 
remains important to assess whether SCERS’ portfolio is at a point where physical rebalancing 
warrants greater consideration.   
 
SCERS changed its strategic asset allocation in 2017, and a restructured Overlay Program was 
approved at the January 2018 Board meeting to align the Overlay Program with SCERS’ 
strategic asset allocation.  The approved Overlay Program structure replicates SCERS’ asset 
category targets (Growth; Diversifying; Real Return), with bands around these targets (see 
below).  The rebalancing methodology that SSGA utilizes is quarterly rebalancing with bands, 
where rebalancing occurs on a quarterly basis, unless the bands are breached on an intra-
quarter basis, in which case rebalancing occurs upon the breach of a band.  

 
 
Each asset category was given a separate overlay proxy, which contains a mixture of 
investments that attempt to replicate the objectives and exposures of the asset category and the 
underlying asset classes within the asset category, in order to minimize tracking error and costs. 
 
The Overlay Program was converted to the new strategic asset allocation during the latter part 
of the first quarter of 2018; therefore, this rebalancing report now reflects the new strategic asset 
allocation and the revised Overlay Program structure.  While the revised Overlay structure has 
been implemented, there remain some larger gaps between target and actual allocations within 
underlying asset classes, and asset categories, particularly within the Domestic Equity asset 
class as shown later in this report (this Domestic Equity gap was filled early in the third quarter 
of 2018 (July) as approved manager changes within the revised Domestic Equity structure were 
implemented).  Remaining gaps within the Absolute Return segments will also be closed as 
implementation continues toward reducing the exposure to Growth-Oriented Absolute Return 
strategies, and increasing exposure to Diversifying Absolute Return strategies.  Private market 
asset class implementation (Private Equity; Private Credit; Real Assets) takes multiple years to 
execute given the unique capital pacing budgets for these segments of the portfolio.   
 
SCERS’ asset category overlay proxies are shown in Attachment 1. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
Since SCERS’ Overlay Program rebalances SCERS’ total fund, it is important to bear in mind 
that Tables 1-16 reported below refer only to physical holdings compared to policy targets, and 
not the exposures provided through the Overlay Program, except for Table 11 (Real Return 
asset category exposure), which includes the SSGA Real Return Strategy, which is the proxy 
for this asset category, and is implemented through physical exposures.  
 
As noted, SCERS rebalances the fund via both the Overlay Program and physically purchasing 
or selling assets.  The Overlay Program is particularly effective in rebalancing public market 
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assets due to the low tracking error of the underlying proxies compared to public market 
managers and the higher expenses of purchasing and liquidating interests held by investment 
managers.  On the other hand, the Overlay Program is not as effective in tracking alternative 
assets because it is limited to the use of public market proxies.  Public market proxies will not, 
for example, be able to replicate the ‘illiquidity premium’ or higher returns achieved historically 
by private equity and private real assets, or the ‘absolute’ return characteristics of SCERS’ 
Absolute Return portfolio, including its historic ability to outperform equity markets in times of 
distress.  Accordingly, it is beneficial for SCERS to continue physically investing in alternative 
assets to achieve its asset allocation targets rather than heavily relying on the Overlay Program 
to rebalance these assets to the target allocations. 
 
SCERS’ investment staff and general investment consultant Verus Advisory monitor the asset 
allocation on a quarterly basis and update the Board if the asset allocation moves outside of 
policy ranges and conditions warrant physical rebalancing. 
 
GROWTH ASSET CATEGORY 
 
Table 1:  Growth Asset Category Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
The Growth asset category currently has an allocation of 59.6%, which is slightly above the 
strategic asset allocation’s target allocation of 59%.  The Overlay Program rebalances this to the 
59% target allocation.  The Growth asset category is comprised of the Domestic Equity, 
International Equity, Private Equity, Public Credit, Private Credit, and Growth Absolute Return 
segments of the portfolio. 
 
Domestic Equities: 
 
As depicted in Table 2 below, SCERS’ Domestic Equity asset class actual weighting of 24.6% 
is significantly above SCERS’ policy target allocation of 21.0%, as of June 30, 2018.  SCERS’ 
Domestic Equity exposure is overweight due to the strong outperformance of U.S. equities over 
other asset classes, including fixed income, as well as the reduction in SCERS’ target allocation 
to Domestic Equity from 22.5% to 21% within SCERS’ new strategic asset allocation.  The 
Overlay Program rebalances the Domestic Equity overweight to the 21% target allocation. 
 
The SCERS Board approved a new manager structure for the Domestic Equity asset class at 
the June 2018 Board meeting, and the majority of the implementation of the new structure took 
place in July 2018, including physically rebalancing exposures toward the 21% Domestic Equity 
target.  These changes will be reflected in the third quarter rebalancing report. 
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The July implementation of the domestic equity portfolio included the following transactions: 
 

1) Reduction in the allocation to the fundamental large cap active engagement with Eagle 
Capital Management by ~$23 million. 

2) Termination of the ~$148 million large cap growth engagement with Brown Advisory.  
3) Termination of the ~$122 million large cap value engagement with Huber Capital 

Management. 
4) Implementation of a ~$235 million systematic, multi-factor engagement with AQR Capital 

Management (AQR U.S. Enhanced Equity strategy). 
5) Increase in the allocation to the small cap value engagement with Dalton, Greiner, 

Hartman, Maher & Co. (DGHM) by ~$17 million. 
6) Termination of the ~$96 million small cap value engagement with Wedge Capital 

Management. 
7) Reduction in the allocation to the small cap growth engagement with Weatherbie Capital 

by ~$38 million. 
8) Termination of the ~$86 million small cap growth engagement with UBS Asset 

Management. 
 
SCERS’ overlay manager, SSGA, buys and sells a basket of U.S. equity index futures to 
rebalance the Domestic Equity asset class to the policy target allocation, when physical 
rebalancing is not required.  As mentioned previously, these proxies are very effective in 
rebalancing domestic equities due to the low tracking error of the underlying proxies compared 
to public market investment managers.   
 
Table 2:  Domestic Equity Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
International Equities: 
 
As depicted in Table 3 below, SCERS’ International Equity asset class actual weighting of 20.3% 
is slightly above SCERS’ policy target allocation of 20.0%.  This asset class was physically 
rebalanced during the first quarter of 2018 as part of the implementation of the International 
Equity manager structure.  No physical rebalancing activity took place within the International 
Equity asset class during the second quarter.    
 
At the sub-asset class level, international large cap, at a 14.2% allocation is slightly above the 
target allocation of 14.0%.  International small cap, at a 2.1% allocation is slightly above the 
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target allocation of 2.0%.  Emerging markets equity, at a 4.1% allocation is slightly above the 
policy target allocation of 4.0%.   
 
The Overlay Program rebalances the current International Equity 0.3% overweight to the 20% 
target allocation.  SCERS’ overlay manager, SSGA, buys and sells a basket of international 
equity index futures to rebalance the International Equity asset class to the policy target 
allocation, when physical rebalancing is not required.  As mentioned previously, these proxies 
are very effective in rebalancing domestic equities due to the low tracking error of the underlying 
proxies compared to public market investment managers.   
 
Table 3:  International Equity Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
Private Equity: 
 
As outlined in Table 4 below, SCERS’ Private Equity allocation is 7.9%, which is 1.1% below the 
policy target allocation of 9.0%.  SSGA utilizes a basket of 85% global equities and 15% U.S. 
Treasuries to replicate Private Equity, as part of a broader non-public equity proxy within the 
Growth asset category.  As previously mentioned, public market proxies such as these are less 
than optimal in replicating private equity, and it would be better to invest capital into physical 
private equity holdings.  The commitment schedule and cash flow forecast of Private Equity 
investments project SCERS achieving and maintaining the policy target in 2020.   
 
During the second quarter, SCERS made a $35 million commitment to Khosla Ventures VI, L.P. 
 
Please note that there is an investment within the Opportunities portfolio (Atalaya Special 
Opportunities Fund V, LP) which draws capital from the Private Equity asset class, as this is the 
asset class with the closest risk and return profile of the opportunity being invested in by this 
fund.  The market value of this investment is $9.4 million, which equates to a 0.1% allocation, 
and brings SCERS’ total allocation in Private Equity to 8.0%. 
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Table 4:  Private Equity Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
Public Credit: 
 
As outlined in Table 5 below, SCERS’ Public Credit allocation is 1.9%, which is in-line with the 
policy target allocation of 2.0%.  SSGA utilizes a basket of 85% global equities and 15% U.S. 
Treasuries to replicate Public Credit, as part of a broader non-public equity proxy within the 
Growth asset category.   
 
Table 5:  Public Credit Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
Private Credit: 
 
As outlined in Table 6 below, SCERS’ Private Credit allocation is 1.2%, which is 2.8% below the 
policy target allocation of 4.0%.  SSGA utilizes a basket of 85% global equities and 15% U.S. 
Treasuries to replicate Private Credit, as part of a broader non-public equity proxy within the 
Growth asset category.  The commitment schedule and cash flow forecast of Private Credit 
investments projects SCERS achieving and maintaining the policy target in 2020.   
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Table 6:  Private Credit Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
Growth Absolute Return: 
 
As outlined in Table 7 below, SCERS’ Growth Absolute Return allocation is 3.7%, which is above 
the policy target allocation of 3.0%.  This exposure will come down as SCERS transitions a 
greater portion of the aggregate absolute return allocation toward the Diversifying Absolute 
Return segment within the Diversifying asset category.   
 
SSGA utilizes a basket of 85% global equities and 15% U.S. Treasuries to replicate Growth 
Absolute Return, as part of a broader non-public equity proxy within the Growth asset category.   
 
Table 7:  Growth Absolute Return Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
DIVERSIFYING ASSET CATEGORY 
 
Table 8:  Diversifying Asset Category Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
The Diversifying asset category currently has an allocation of 22.6%, which is 2.4% below the 
strategic asset allocation’s target allocation of 25%.  The Overlay Program rebalances this to the 
25% target allocation.  The Diversifying asset category is comprised of the Public Fixed Income 
and Diversifying Absolute Return segments of the portfolio. 
 
Public Fixed Income: 
 
As depicted in Table 9 below, SCERS’ Public Fixed Income allocation actual weighting of 16.4% 
is below SCERS’ policy target allocation of 18%.  No physical rebalancing activity took place 
within the Public Fixed Income portfolio during the second quarter.     
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The Overlay Program rebalances the remaining Public Fixed Income underweight to the 18% 
target allocation.  SSGA utilizes a combination of U.S. Treasury futures and Mortgage TBAs to 
rebalance this segment of the portfolio to its policy target allocation, as part of a broader 
Diversifying asset category proxy.   
 
Table 9:  Public Fixed Income Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
Diversifying Absolute Return: 
 
As outlined in Table 10 below, SCERS’ Diversifying Absolute Return allocation is 6.1%, which 
is below the policy target allocation of 7.0%.   
 
Earlier in the year, SCERS made a $100 million additional commitment in the existing Grosvenor 
SCARF B portfolio, which was restructured to invest only in diversifying absolute return 
strategies.  $70 million of the $100 million commitment was invested during the first quarter of 
2018, with the remaining $30 million invested during the second quarter. 
 
SSGA utilizes a combination of U.S. Treasury futures and Mortgage TBAs to rebalance this 
segment of the portfolio to its policy target allocation, as part of a broader Diversifying asset 
category proxy.   
 
Table 10:  Diversifying Absolute Return Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 
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REAL RETURN ASSET CATEGORY 
 
Table 11:  Real Return Asset Category Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
The Real Return asset category currently has an allocation of 16.3%, including the Real Return 
Overlay Program exposure, and 13.4% without the Overlay proxy, which compares to the 
strategic asset allocation’s target allocation of 16.0%.  The Real Return asset category is 
comprised of the Real Estate, Real Assets, and Commodities segments of the portfolio. 
 
The Overlay Program utilizes a series of liquid commingled funds across global REITs, global 
infrastructure stocks, global natural resource stocks, commodities, US TIPS, and floating rate 
notes.  These commingled funds represent physical exposure, as opposed to the proxies for the 
other asset categories (Growth and Diversifying), which utilize derivatives, so the exposure is 
counted as part of the Real Return exposure.  The Real Return Overlay proxy exposure is shown 
below in Table 12 below: 
 
Table 12: Real Return Overlay Proxy Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
Real Estate: 
 
As outlined in Table 13 below, SCERS’ Real Estate allocation is 8.7%, which is above the policy 
target allocation of 7.0%.  Staff and Townsend are comfortable maintaining an above target real 
estate allocation while SCERS’ Real Assets asset class is built out.  If needed, SSGA utilizes a 
series of listed commingled funds described above to replicate Real Estate, as part of the 
broader Real Return asset category proxy.   
 
Table 13:  Real Estate Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 
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Real Assets: 
 
As outlined in Table 14 below, SCERS’ Real Assets allocation is 4.3%, which is 2.7% below the 
policy target allocation of 7.0%.  SSGA utilizes a series of listed commingled funds described 
above to replicate Real Assets, as part of the broader Real Return asset category overlay proxy.  
Similar to private equity, public market proxies such as these are less than optimal in replicating 
real assets, and it would be better to invest capital into physical private real assets holdings.  
The commitment schedule and cash flow forecast of Real Assets investments project SCERS 
achieving and maintaining the policy target in 2020.   
 
During the quarter, SCERS made an additional $25 million commitment to IFM Global 
Infrastructure Fund (US).  
 
Table 14:  Real Assets Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
Commodities: 
 
As outlined in Table 15 below, SCERS’ Commodities allocation is 0.3%, which is below the 
policy target allocation of 2.0%.  SSGA utilizes a series of listed commingled funds described 
above to replicate Commodities, as part of the broader Real Return asset category proxy.   
 
Table 15:  Commodities Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
OPPORTUNITIES SEGMENT 
 
The allocation for SCERS’ Opportunities portfolio, outlined in Table 16 below, is 0.1% compared 
to the 0% target allocation, and within the policy range of 0% to 5%.  Any investments made 
within the Opportunities portfolio draw capital from the asset class with the closest risk and return 
profile as the opportunity being invested in.  The asset class where capital is drawn from is listed 
in the chart below for each investment.  Since the target allocation for Opportunities is 0%, the 
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Overlay Program does not utilize a proxy allocation for the Opportunities portfolio, like it does for 
the other asset categories.  
 
Table 16:  Opportunities Allocation (as of June 30, 2018) 

 
 
CASH 
 
SCERS’ cash balance is approximately 1.0% (as of June 30, 2018), which is above SCERS’ 
policy target of 0%.  During the third quarter, SCERS’ cash balance increased significantly (to 
~6.5% as of July 31, 2018) due to the rebalancing of the Domestic Equity asset class and the 
receiving of the annual County benefit pre-payment to SCERS.  An excess cash balance is 
necessary to make the monthly SCERS benefit payments, and to fund future drawdowns within 
the private markets segments of the portfolio.  SCERS’ Overlay Program rebalances the portfolio 
by eliminating any ‘cash drag’ and investing the cash into positions that replicate SCERS’ target 
portfolio. 
 

ATTACHMENTS 
 
1- SCERS Overlay Proxies  
 
Prepared by:       Reviewed by: 
 
/S/        /S/ 
_____________________________   _____________________________ 
Steve Davis       Eric Stern 
Chief Investment Officer     Chief Executive Officer 
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Attachment 1:  SCERS Overlay Proxies  
 

 
 

 
 

 


